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Definition

Domestic violence is a learned pattern of 
behaviors used by one person in an intimate 
relationship to control another person.
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What public vocabulary exists for understanding “domestic 
violence”?

How do language and visual images combine to create and 
reinforce discourses of “domestic violence”?

How do our metaphors for understanding “domestic violence” 
affect how we respond to this problem?

Key Questions



thesis

Configured through the metaphor of CRIME, 
domestic violence is situated as identifiable 
(physical) acts of abuse against particular women 
(primarily wives) for which particular men (primarily 
men marked as otherwise deviant) are held 
accountable.



preview

What does thinking of this as a metaphor get us?

What does domestic violence as Crime look like?

Implications of the Crime Metaphor



Metaphors



Metaphors we live by

Language can never be neutral--it’s always 
attitudinizing and persuasive 

“The very systamaticity that allows us to 
comprehend one aspect of a concept in terms of 
another will necessarily hide other aspects of the 
concept that are inconsistent with that 
metaphor.” (Lakoff & Johnson)



Metaphors we live by

As a critic, unsettling the calcified 
metaphors and examining how metaphors 
intersect offers insight into our cultural 
attitudes and motives.



“Domestic Violence” 
as Metaphor

 How we represent “domestic violence” culturally 
will necessarily convey cultural attitudes 
regarding: 

Who/what is valued (who deserves “help”)

Who is expected to act in what ways

Our expectations of “reasonableness”

Our cultural/communal complicity



3 Metaphors

I argue that there are three overriding metaphors structuring 
our cultural understandings of and responses to systems of 
intimate abuse.

Disease

War

Crime



Crime Metaphor 
In the News



Body of Evidence
What constitutes domestic violence?

“Domestic violence is the leading cause of injury 
for girls and women in Georgia. In 2006, there 
were more than 54,000 reported incidents of 
family violence in Georgia, according to the 
Georgia Bureau of Investigation.”



Body of Evidence
What constitutes domestic violence?

“Ga. ranks 7th in men who kill women; domestic violence”

“Husband Charged in Wife’s Killing”

“LAW & ORDER: Two Separate Murder-suicides Leave Five Dead”

“A Turn for the Worse; Homicide Rate Keeping Pace with Recent 
Trend Upward”

“Gwinnett Homicides Double ’06 Pace”

“Detective: Woman Knew Her Killer”

“A Month Later, No Progress in Solving Slaying; Woman was 
Bound, Throat Slashed”



Body of Evidence
What constitutes domestic violence?

“Bynum, 48, filed her divorce petition last week in 
Gwinnett and was granted a mutual restraining order. 
She has accused her husband of beating, choking 
and stomping her to the ground during an alleged 
attack in a hotel parking lot on Aug. 21.

Weeks, 40, was charged with felony aggravated 
assault, felony terroristic threats and simple battery 
in connection to the incident.”



Body of Evidence
What constitutes domestic violence?

“She's one of the real faces of domestic violence. 
The everyday woman whose smile masks a 
terrible secret. Hers is chilling. Wilkerson, 34, a 
Medicaid investigator, and her 4-year-old son, 
Austin Tyler Hayslip, were shot by the man who 
asked to marry her.”



Body of Evidence
What constitutes domestic violence?

“The officer on the scene saw no bruises or 
marks on her face or neck, and noted that her 
clothing did not look as if she had been in a 
struggle.  Both had a moderate odor of alcohol, 
according to the report.”
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Criminals in the Home
Deviant/Others



Criminals in the Home

“Pennington believes the city's 
crime increase is part of a national 
trend. Police commanders 
attribute the rise to increased drug 
trafficking, juvenile delinquency, 
domestic violence and an 
unsteady economy.”



Who can be a victim?

According to the Violence Against Women Act:

The term “domestic violence” includes felony or misdemeanor 
crimes of violence committed by a current or former spouse of 
the victim, by a person with whom the victim shares a child in 
common, by a person who is cohabitating with or has 
cohabitated with the victim as a spouse, by a person similarly 
situated to a spouse...



Implications



Deflects Cycle

Reliance on exceptional physical harm deflects 
attention away from broader cycle of power and 
control that enables such physical assaults in some 
violent relationships.



Reinforces Expectations
of Criminal Deviance

Assumes a set of social stereotypes that 
marks some men as deviant and therefore 
beyond the scope of typical masculinity.

Protects hegemonic masculinity as a system 
of power from being critiqued.



Provocation... 

“Police were called to the home in the Linden Park 
subdivision ... after Trina Pierre-Louis, 27, called 911 to 
report that she had been pistol-whipped by her 
husband and that he was threatening to kill the family.  
Henry police Sgt. Palmerin Thomas said detectives had 
not had a chance to interview her to find out what led 
to the confrontation.”



Victim Agency

Report Crime • Arrest Criminals • Press Charges


